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Note that all photographs except for those otherwise credited are taken by 

Merrill Ann Wilson, Historical Architect in 2010 to 2012   

 

The more recent photographs, after 2012 to 2015 were taken by Avery Auger,  

Project Manager and Construction Manager 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Historic Photo #1:  Back of the postcard photo (found on the following page) of the church postmarked 1910, 

providing a rough date for the undated postcard photograph.  

 

Photo #2840-CR-88 from Creede Historical Society Collection, unknown photographer, from a postcard in the 

collection. 

 

 
 



 
 

Historic Photo #2:  Front elevation of the Sunnyside Chapel/Creede Catholic Church on its original site in 

downtown Creede.  The postcard photo date is unknown, but it is likely between 1902 and 1910 (1902 is the estimated 

date for the construction of the belltower and the postcard is postmarked 1910), since the white paint is quite worn and 

the church certainly does not appear to be newly built.   Additionally, note that the wear on the paint on the tower and 

body of the church is very even and does not indicate that the tower was recently built.   Note that the original 

stonework of the foundation is no longer existing due to the church being moved.   Note that the round/rose window in 

the tower is no longer in the building today.    

 

Photo, unknown photographer, but from a postcard (the back of the postcard is found on the preceding page) of the 

church postmarked 1910.  Creede Historical Society Collection.  

 

 

 

 

 



1.0   Introduction 
  

While the town known today as Creede was a stagecoach station in 1874 as part of a line 

from Del Norte to Lake City and beyond to Silverton, most of the history of the town 

development is the result of miners and the needs of the mining industry.   Claims were first 

filed nearby in 1876 and mining was successful enough to warrant the D&RG to bring rail 

service to the area in late 1891.   This was narrow gauge track until 1902.   Several named towns 

ran end to end up the canyon, including Jimtown and Willow, but in time these consolidated 

under the name of Creede, named after an early miner of the area, Nicolas C. Creede.   When 

silver was discovered in quantity in early 1892 the population boomed.   Within the year the 

town had a newspaper (The Creede Candle—that was published through the 1930’s) and 

electricity.   By June of 1892, with a population of about 8,000, the first and most damaging fire 

hit the town.   Brick structures subsequently replaced many of the lost wood buildings.   

Between the fire and silver market crash of July 1893, the town never fully recovered from the 

first boom year.  

 

The building today known as the Sunnyside Chapel is located on a sunny, open mesa 

overlooking the town of Creede, Colorado, but was first built as the Roman Catholic, Mission 

Church of the Immaculate Conception in town at the northwest corner of Main and 3rd Streets 

in 1897.   By 1910, a bell tower had been added to the south entry elevation.   The simple wood 

framed and clapboard sided church (approximately 30’x40’) was, and remains today, a 

vernacular example of the Gothic Revival style, featuring pointed arch windows and a steeply 

pitched, gable roof.   

 

In 1974 the original building faced razing or abandonment by the Catholic Diocese when the 

local congregation sought to expand with a new and larger building located on the same site.   

Fortunately a local benefactor, Carl Heflin (then the owner of the Creede Theater) stepped 

forward and paid to have the original building moved to its current location.   Located next to 

the Sunnyside Cemetery, the building is now known as the Sunnyside Chapel, which was 

planned to become and has now become a community events center available to the public and 

is owned by Creede Mining Heritage, Inc.   



 

 

Historic Photo #3, View from the south of the 1898 Creede Roman Catholic Church (Mission 

Church of the Immaculate Conception), then in its original location at Main and 3rd Streets.  Photo date 

is not certain, but it appears to have been taken some time after 1910, since the church’s bell tower was 

added sometime between 1902 and 1910. 

 

Photograph from the Creede Historical Society collection. 

 

 

The purpose of this Historic Structure Assessment, therefore, is to document and evaluate the 

historic fabric, existing conditions and all building components of the Sunnyside Chapel as of 

2011, as well as 2013, after the recent restoration and rehabilitation work.   Additionally, this 

assessment compiles all of the recommendations for treatment to address building component 

deficiencies and pathologies, as well as pre-design cost estimates and also follows the Secretary 

of Interior’s Standards for Treatment of Historic Properties.  This Historic Structure Assessment 

is intended to provide a document to guide the development of this important building, with 

recommendations for its future restoration/rehabilitation and adaptive use as well as to provide 

historical information for the use of future visitors.    

 

Typically, the Historic Structure Assessment would be used to assist in obtaining funding for 

accomplishing the future restoration or rehabilitation of the structure, especially if the structure 

is owned by a non-profit historic preservation organization.   In the case of the Creede property, 

now called the Sunnyside Chapel, the preservation organization owner, Creede Mining Heritage, 



Inc., was remarkably successful in fundraising during the preparation of this study.  This meant 

that most of the elements of the restoration/rehabilitation were accomplished before the HSA 

was completed or submitted and consequently the report needed updating repeatedly as 

conditions changed, which made it difficult to prepare a final version of the report.   For 

instance, soon after the structural engineering study was completed (identifying the failing 

timber framed foundation) it was determined that the construction of a new foundation would 

not be eligible for grant funding, because the structure was moved in the 1970’s and it needed to 

be on a permanent foundation before it could be considered for designation to the State or 

National Register.   Of course, designation was required before an application for a State 

Historical Fund grant from the Colorado Historical Society could be submitted.  So, almost 

immediately, private funds were donated to Creede Mining Heritage and the church was placed 

on a new engineered, reinforced concrete foundation with a stone veneer similar in appearance 

to the original stone foundation, following my direction, consultation with the SHF and the 

construction documents prepared by the structural engineer.   

 

The new foundation appeared to inspire the community to donate more and more funds to 

begin the work identified in this HSA.  Finally, Creede Mining Heritage was able to almost 

completely restore and rehabilitate this structure by 2013, following the recommendations in this 

Historic Structure Assessment and consulting with me, but without needing to apply for 

additional funding from the Colorado Historical Society.  The people of Creede apparently did 

not want to wait and they wanted to start using this iconic structure for various important 

community events.   So, this HSA will document the existing conditions in 2011 and outline the 

evolving existing conditions.  The 2013 photos and description of the work that has been 

accomplished will be in a separate section at the end of this report in the appendix, 9.0. 

 



 

South elevation of the building on the Amethyst Heights site, 2010, prior to any repair or restoration. 

 

                     

                       East elevation of the building, 2010, prior to any repair or restoration.



Executive Summary 

The Sunnyside Chapel is the new name for the former Roman Catholic Mission Church of 

the Immaculate Conception, because of the church’s current location (since 1974) next to the 

historic Sunnyside Cemetery in the area of Creede known as Amethyst Heights.   The Catholic 

diocese and church members in Creede replaced this original building (constructed in 1897-

1899) with a log-type church in 1973 and at that time the church was moved and relocated to 

property adjacent to the cemetery, to save it from demolition.  The Sunnyside chapel is a 

particularly good example of the vernacular Gothic Revival style of architecture in rural 

Colorado.  The building possesses a high degree of architectural integrity, because it is largely 

intact and relatively unchanged, except that it was moved over 40 years ago to the current site 

and a few additional elements were added to the interior (the choir loft, a small raised platform 

at the north end and a sheet metal ceiling).   Since the building is most significant for its 

architecture and not its historical associations, the move has not seriously diminished its 

integrity. 

 

The exterior of the church was largely unchanged in 2011, except for a certain amount of 

deterioration due to years of minimal attention and lack of maintenance. The exterior of the 

church was painted in 2010 to protect the wood siding and trim and the foundation was replaced 

in 2011.   The original windows are covered with plywood to prevent damage to the wood lancet 

sash in pointed arch openings, however nearly all of the original glass has been broken and is 

missing since the building was moved, before the plywood was installed.   There was originally 

a round “rose” type window in the bell tower that was removed at some point in the past.   The 

original vertical paneled wood doors survive in the building.   The original uncoursed, rubble 

stone foundation was obviously demolished when the building was moved and a treated timber 

and concrete pad foundation was installed under the church on the new site.   The roofing 

consisted of sawn wood shingles originally, which was later overlaid with asphalt shingles.   The 

original interior pews and altar, altar rail and other elements of the church were removed from 

the church and do not survive.   Portions of a wood framed choir loft in the church survived, but 

it does not appear to be original, evidently a later addition.   In 2011, the 40-year-old, 

deteriorated wood and concrete pad foundation was replaced with a new reinforced concrete 

foundation that meets current building code requirements.   To match the original appearance of 

the foundation, the concrete was carefully faced with a very thin fieldstone, laid in a rubble 

bond. 

 



 

East elevation, this photo was taken after the new reinforced concrete foundation was constructed in 10/2011, but 

before backfilling and final grading and landscaping.   Note that the stone veneer on the foundation is uncoursed rubble 

similar to the original foundation stone.   The original wood panel entry doors were covered at the same time with 

plywood for protection.  

  

 

Ownership: 

The church was nearly demolished when the Roman Catholic congregation in Creede replaced 

the 1897 church with a new log type church in 1973.  At that time, a local civic benefactor and 

owner of the Creede Theater, Carl Heflin, acquired the old church and moved it at his expense to 

property he owned on a hillside known as Amethyst Heights above Creede, next to the historic 

cemetery.  After the move, he put the church on a timber and concrete pad foundation and left 

the interior cross bracing and  

additional cross bracing in the bell tower (bracing installed to provide temporary stability during 

the move) in place after the move was completed.  Apparently the building was only used for 

storage on its new site.  After the death of Carl Heflin, a non-profit preservation organization, 

Creede Mining Heritage acquired the land and the building and this ownership continues.   

 

 



 
 

Exterior photo, 2011, south elevation, prior to the replacement of the 1973 timber/concrete pad foundation.  

Note the deteriorated asphalt roofing and plywood covered windows, also the new paint on the exterior from 2011.  

The white vertical element at the far right corner is not part of the foundation – it is the marble gravestone of Carl 

Heflin who paid to move the church to this site in 1974, to save it from being demolished by the Creede Catholic 

church.   

 

 

 

 

Summary of issues and proposed treatments for rehabilitation of the chapel.    

 

(The main Historic Structure Assessment will examine these issues in more detail further on in this 

document.   Also note that there are a number of issues that will need to be determined in 

consultation with the local building inspector who will interpret the building code.   Since it is a 

building that has officially been determined eligible to the State Register of Historic Properties, the 

local building official may have latitude in applying the requirements of the building code.   

Additionally, the local fire marshal needs to be consulted to determine the occupancy rating.) 

 

 

Site: 

 

 Regrade the site around the church to improve positive drainage.  Install additional 

underground drainage structures as needed, based on the recommendations of the civil 

engineer.   



 Professionally design a plan for the site and landscape to include locating an accessory 

restroom building to be as unobtrusive as possible, on-site parking, handicapped parking, 

walkways, paving and landscaping.    

 Install a new landscape that will include planting appropriate trees (aspen trees and native 

conifers) and shrubs, keeping the irrigation system away from the chapel.   The design 

needs to appropriately locate a small accessory building on the site to be built in the future 

for handicapped accessible restrooms.   The design of this small building needs to be 

compatible with the historic chapel, but recessive visually.  

 Install a gravel or flagstone dry zone around the building sloped slightly to facilitate 

drainage away from the foundation walls and to prevent planting, irrigation and overspray 

next to the building.  

 Install a new access road as needed through the site to provide limited parking, including 

handicapped parking and service access to the chapel.  Consult with the local fire 

department to determine if access for fire equipment will be required. 

 Install new walkways on the site around the chapel to meet handicapped access 

requirements. 

 Install new interpretive signage on the site at several locations near the chapel to provide 

the building’s history to visitors.  

 

Foundation: 

 

 Since the wood frame foundation, installed after the building was moved, was  

failing it was important to replace the foundation with a new engineered, reinforced 

concrete foundation.   Install thin veneer stones installed on the concrete foundation walls 

above grade to appear similar to the original stone foundation. 

 Install ventilation openings and grates unobtrusively in the space under the joists of the 

floor.  

 

Structural System: 

 Reinforce the floor framing system as needed as directed by the structural engineer to 

assure that it can accommodate the loading that may occur with the new uses planned for 

the chapel, such as a community dance or other uses that involve large groups of people. 

 With the direction of the structural engineer, install additional tie rods between the east and 

west walls of the chapel to stabilize the walls and roof, to keep the walls from spreading 

apart and inadequately supporting the roof.   While these are not ideal visually, there really 

is not an effective alternative that would not significantly change the exterior appearance of 

the building. 



 Remove non-historic wood bracing elements from the top of the bell tower and restore to 

match the historic photographs.   As directed by the Structural Engineer, install new bracing 

and reinforcement unobtrusively to provide adequate lateral support.  

 

 Install additional bracing and fasteners unobtrusively to resecure and reattach the tower to 

the frame of the church where it has separated. 

 

Masonry: 

 

 Rebuild the missing upper courses of the original brick chimney on the north face of the 

gable roof, repair and repoint the brickwork as necessary.  

  

 Reconstruct the missing brick chimney and stovepipe that existed originally on the south 

face of the gable roof, matching the historic photographs.   

 

 Install stainless steel liners in both chimneys to meet current code requirements to enable 

the chimney to be used in the future for a wood or gas fired stoves for heating the interior.    

Historically, there was a vertical stovepipe extending up at least 8 feet on each brick 

chimney. 

 

 

 

Roofing: 

 

 Strip the existing deteriorated roofing layers from the roof and inspect the wood roof deck.   

Repair the wood roof deck as needed and install two inches of new rigid insulation on the 

deck.   Install new step flashing around the brick chimneys and drip edge flashing around 

the roof edge and any other necessary flashings.   Install new dimensional asphalt roofing, 

black or charcoal grey in color or a product that imitates sawn wood shingles.   Sawn wood 

shingles would be the preferred and historically accurate roofing for the church, but the life 

span is likely not more than 12 to 15 years – if they are oiled regularly.   However, this 

lifespan may be adequate if weighed against the improved appearance of the church with 

the historically appropriate wood shingle roofing.   

 Install white painted sheet metal gutters and downspouts on the roof to control the water 

dripping/draining off the roof with splashblocks, because the splashing at the base of the 

walls deteriorates the paint and clapboards.   These were not originally on the building, but 

the positive benefit of gutters and downspouts for controlling the moisture around the 

building outweighs the negative aspects of the change in appearance of the roof edges. 

 



 
 

Exterior photo, 2011, the remaining deteriorated brickwork of the chimney on the north elevation.   Originally, 

there were two brick chimneys, one on each side of the roof and each chimney had a tall stovepipe mounted on top.   

Note that the chapel does not have gutters and downspouts.  Also note the deteriorated metal flashing around the 

chimney. 

 

 

Exterior bell tower: 

 

 Replace/repair the deteriorated elements of the bell tower.   It will need to be restored with 

careful attention to the installation of waterproofing, a roofing membrane and appropriate 

flashing for draining moisture from the assembly of wood elements to avoid additional 

deterioration. 

 

 

Exterior walls, woodwork, windows and doors: 

 

 Repair and restore the clapboard siding and all associated trim, including roof trim.   

Replicate and install missing/deteriorated elements to match the existing elements and as 

per the historic photographs.   Prepare the wood surfaces and prime and repaint using the 

original color(s) based on microscopic paint analysis.   

 Repair and restore the wood window frames and sash, including the wood sills.  Prime and 

repaint the original historic color(s) based on microscopic paint analysis.   Note that the 

historic photograph shows that the lancet sash was painted a dark color – perhaps black, 

dark grey or dark green.   Re-glaze all of the windows (all the original glass was broken 

over the years) with new clear glass. 

 Replicate the missing round window in the east elevation of the tower and reinstall.    

 Fabricate a round window for the original round opening on the east elevation of the 

interior, an opening that will be exposed when the non-original sheet metal ceiling is 

removed. 



 

        2011 interior view, note cross bracing installed for the move in 1974 that was still in place. 

 

 Restore and refinish the original exterior wood entry doors and hardware.  

 

Interior ceilings, walls, floors, doors and trim: 

 Remove the non-original stamped sheet metal ceiling panels (installation date is unknown) 

and expose the original decorative wood roof trusses.   Repair any damage to the ceiling 

trusses, woodwork and ceiling trim as needed.   Remove the old knob and tube electrical 

wiring running along the top of the curved timbers.  

 

 



Exterior photo, 2011, the flat “floor” or roof of the belfry.   Note the corroded sheet metal surface and the 

deteriorated wood bracing. 

 

 Remove the existing original interior partitions/walls of the small sacristies on the west end 

of the church, as well as the non-original choir loft, stair and partitioning used for a non-

original confessional under the choir loft, in order to create one large space for events.   

These interior liturgical elements were appropriate for the former use as a Roman Catholic 

church, but are not appropriate or functional for the new use as a community center and 

events center.   The proposed use requires a single large room that will allow total 

flexibility in setting up chairs/tables and a portable stage.  The removal of the sacristry in 

the southwest corner of the interior will also allow code compliant exiting through the rear 

exterior door directly from the interior without having to travel through that small room. 

 Install ½” sheetrock over the existing interior walls and original wallpapers to protect and 

preserve the wallpapers, but also to provide a new surface for painting.    

 

 Restore the original interior casings and wood trim as needed, replicating all missing or 

deteriorated elements.  

 

 
 

Interior photo, 2011, view of the sacristy in the south west corner of the building.  Note that the walls do not 

consist of lath and plaster, but horizontal 1”x wood planking that was “muslined” and then covered with 

wallpaper, originally.   Also note the non-original stamped sheet metal fastened to the bottom of the original 

roof beams and rafters.   The non-original or altered stepped platform at the far right of the photo blocks the 

access to the former sacristy and the rear exit door. 

 
 

 Restore the original wood flooring and repair/replace any damaged tongue and groove pine 

floorboards, particularly where the bracing was nailed for the building move in 1974.   

Refinish the wood flooring to match the original stain and varnish. 



 

 Restore and refinish the original wood exterior doors and hardware. 

 

 Repaint the original interior wood trim accurately as per the historic colors, as determined 

in microscopic analysis. 

 

Systems: 

 Install a new security system as unobtrusively as possible.   

 Install a new fire detection system.  Consult with the local building code official, because 

depending on the occupancy rating that is not yet established, there is a small chance that 

the installation of a sprinkler system may be required. 

 Install a new electrical system and appropriate lighting for a multi-use events facility, 

including site lighting and exterior lighting.  Since no historic lighting fixtures survive in 

the church, the new interior lighting will need to be as simple and unobtrusive as possible, 

not imitative of historic lighting fixtures.  The electrical system needs to be designed for 

appropriate capacity and distribution to accommodate performance uses. 

 In the crawlspace, install a high efficiency forced air furnace (it will need to be an electric 

furnace since the building code will not allow a gas-burning unit in the crawl space) and 

insulated ductwork under the floor joists with small registers in the floor. 

 Install a cast iron heating stove and connect to the restored brick flues.   If the stoves are 

gas-fired, it will be necessary to unobtrusively install a propane tank on the site.   If the 

stoves are wood burning, there is greater risk of fire in the building with the necessity of 

bringing wood indoors and feeding the stove and later removing the ashes/embers.  

 There will not be a plumbing system or running water installed in the building to prevent 

the problems of freezing in the cold months.   It is planned by the owner to have restroom 

facilities (handicapped accessible) in a separate building on the site. 

 Insure that the building will allow full handicapped accessibility by keeping the thresholds 

for the exterior entry doors nearly level with the exterior entry pads/landings.   The west 

door may need to be replaced and enlarged to allow the installation of a fully code-

compliant exit door. 

 



     
                      

Historic photo, (undated, but evidently it is between 1897 and 1910) rear elevation, view of the church on its original 

site in Creede, shortly after it was built, but before the bell tower was added.        

 

Photograph from the archives of the Creede Historical Society. 

 

 

 

1.1   Research Background  

The research, investigation and preparation of the assessment took place from October, 2010 

to March, 2011.   Non-destructive field investigation techniques were employed in the 

production of this assessment, as well as observation of visible structural members by the 

Historical Architect and a Licensed Structural Engineer.   

 

Historic materials, photographic collections and records were searched at the Creede 

Historical Society in Creede, the Western History Collection of the Denver Public Library and 

the Pueblo Roman Catholic Diocese and nearly all the resources for this assessment came from 

these three collections.  The records of the Colorado Historical Society were also examined, but 

little was found.  The current Catholic Church in Creede, in the 1974 building that replaced the 

Sunnyside Chapel, was approached for church records and information about the original 



building, but they indicated that they had no records and I was directed to the Diocesean office 

in Pueblo.  Additionally, several longtime church members were interviewed, but no one could 

provide any information about the old building.  The one excellent historic photograph of the 

church in this document on page 4 is a postcard image postmarked 1910.   

 

Participants 

Creede Mining Heritage, Inc. hired Merrill Ann Wilson, Historical Architect, to prepare this 

Historic Structure Assessment.  Martin Reynolds, Professional Licensed Structural Engineer, 

provided assessments of structural systemic problems and suggestions for their correction.   The 

Creede Historical Society was very helpful with photographs of the buildings.   The Creede 

Mining Heritage, Inc. president, Charles Powers and Avery Auger, Project Manager were both 

completely involved in determining the program and future for the property.    

 

1.2   Location 

The Sunnyside Chapel is located the town of Creede, just above the main downtown on an 

open mesa.   The GPS coordinates for the building are as follows: N39 degrees 20.081 minutes; 

W105 degrees 52.069 minutes.   The altitude is 9,723 feet.   By highway, Creede is about 265 

miles southwest of Denver and about 260 miles north of Albuquerque.   Approaches from the 

north and south include US 285, I-25 (to the east), and US 550 (to the west).   All three of these 

highways intersect US 160, the primary east-west route through the region. 

 



 

Vicinity Map 

 

The legal location of the building is Parcel A: 

A tract of land located in Outlot #2, in the Northeast Quarter of Section 36, Township 41 North, 

Range 1 West, New Mexico Principal Meridian, Mineral County, Colorado, more particularly 

described as follows:  Commencing at the North Quarter Corner of  

Section 36 as monumented by PLS No. 5442; thence S. 01˚ 29’ 00” W., along the north-south 

centerline of Section 36 a distance of 111.64 feet to the point of beginning of this described 

parcel, being the southwest corner of that tract described in Book 101 at Page 535 in the records 

of the Mineral County Clerk and Recorder; thence N. 84˚ 01’ 10” E., a distance of 128.99 feet to 

a point on the west line of that easement described in Book 110K at page 128, of the records in 

the office of the Mineral County  

Clerk and Recorder, also being the southeast corner of that tract described in Book 101, at Page 

535; thence following an arc of a curve to the left of said easement (Curve Date: Central 

Angle=02˚41’38”; Radius=498.90 feet; Chord Bearing= S. 07˚ 18’ 11” E.; Chord length= 23.46 

feet) a distance of 23.46 feet; thence S. 08˚ 39’00” E., continuing along the west line of said 



easement a distance of 136.55 feet; thence S. 87˚ 49’12” W., a distance of 155.82 feet to the 

north-south centerline of said Section 36; thence N. 01˚ 29’ 00” E., along said centerline a 

distance of 150.80 feet to the True Point of Beginning, also known as Parcel A, Bob Ford Grave 

Site as shown on the Amended Carl Helfin Estate Descriptions for Mineral County – Bob Ford’s 

Gravesite prepared by Daniel M. Russell, PLS No. 22583, on October 7, 2002. 

 

 

 

 

Satellite image, showing the Chapel and the town below. 

 

 

2.0 History and Use 

There is surprisingly little documentary information about the church.   While there are good 

historic photographs of the exterior of the building, there are no historic photographs of the 

interior.   The Catholic Diocesean office in Pueblo provided a history of the church in nearby 

Del Norte written by Juanita Valdez that refers to the Creede church briefly, but does not 

mention any details about the construction of the  

building other than that it was consecrated by the bishop in 1899.   Additionally, the Pueblo 

office provided four typed pages from an unreferenced history, but it is similar to the Juanita 

Valdez history, again primarily about Del Norte and the various priests and bishops who served 

the churches in the area.   There is a little more information about the Batchelor/Creede Catholic 

Church in this document.   The backbone of the Del Norte Catholic Diocese (which 

encompassed Creede) were the earliest residents of the area - Catholic, Spanish-speaking 

families who were traditionally in agriculture.   Demographically, Creede was a very different 

town from the other towns and settlements in this part of the San Luis Valley, because it was a 



boom/bust mining town with a rapid influx of workers and a very heavy percentage of men.   

Often these  

 

 

View of Creede from the hillside southeast of town, and the Catholic Church can be seen slightly left of the center of 

the undated photograph, but the belltower is visible.  The current location of the church is further up the hill on the left 

of the photo.   

 

Photograph from the archives of the Creede Historical Society. 

 

mining town populations consisted of somewhat transient men who were not long term settlers.   

Today, there are very few really long term residents or families surviving in Creede who were 

members of the Catholic Church and could provide information about its history, unlike Del 

Norte.   Therefore, no documentation (or oral history) of maintenance or repairs is available in 

the Church or Diocesean files, so it is difficult to date alterations to the building.  

     



 

View of the Catholic Church in Creede in an undated color photo, probably from the 1960’s-1970’s, prior to the 

building being moved to the mesa in the distance in 1974.  Note that the roofing appears to be wood shingles and 

also note the long stovepipe extension in the brick chimney. 

 

Photograph from the archives of the Creede Historical Society. 

 

 

 

2.1 Architectural Description and Significance 
 

 The Creede Catholic Church, originally located on West 3rd Street in the town of Creede, 

was built in 1897 and dedicated in 1899.   This simple, vernacular Gothic Revival building 

served the Roman Catholic community in Creede until the congregation built a new log-type 

structure in 1973-74.   The 1897 church was nearly demolished by the Roman Catholic 

congregation in Creede, but at that time a local civic benefactor and owner of the Creede 

Theater, Carl Heflin, acquired the old church and moved it at his expense to property he owned 

on a hillside known as Amethyst Heights above Creede, adjacent to the historic town cemetery 

to the east.   Before the move, extensive timber cross bracing was installed on the interior of the 

church and in the belfry.   After the move, he put the church on an unconventional timber and 

concrete pad foundation and left the non-historic cross-bracing in place after the move was 

completed.  Carl Heflin used the building for storage for his theatre over the years after 1974 and 

at some point in time the window glass was broken and the windows were covered with 

plywood for the protection of the building.   After the death of Carl Heflin, a non-profit 

preservation organization, Creede Mining Heritage. acquired the land and the building.  



Currently, the building and land are owned by Creede Mining Heritage, Inc.  It has since become 

an iconic structure to visitors and residents of Creede alike and is the subject of numerous 

photographs and paintings.  

 

 

Overview of Creede with a view of the Catholic Church near the center of the undated historic photo, from between 

1897 and 1910 before the bell tower was added and prior to the building being moved to the hillside on the right 

above the town in 1974. 

 

Photograph from the archives of the Creede Historical Society. 

 

 

   It is not known who designed or built the Creede church in c. 1897 for the Roman Catholic 

Diocese of Del Norte.   The local newspapers of the period were researched, but they yielded no 

information about the construction of the church.   The Creede  

mining boom or “Bonanza” began in 1892 and the records provided by the Catholic Diocese of 

Pueblo (the successor to the Diocese of Del Norte) indicated that the first Catholic Church was 

established in the adjacent boomtown of Bachelor in 1893 at “the north end of the mesa” by 

Rev. Edward Downey.   This location was not successful because the congregants had to “climb 

the mesa” to get to the church, so a building was soon purchased at “the south end of town” to 

serve as the church.   In 1897, Father Montenarelli, the pastor at Creede sold the building that 

had been the church for four years and the present church (now called the Sunnyside Chapel) 

was built that same year.   In May of 1899, the new church was dedicated by the Rt. Rev. N.C. 

Matz.   

 



 

View of the interior of the southeast corner of the Sunnyside Chapel/Catholic Church in Creede, note the historic 

wallpapers applied over muslin, stretched over the interior board sheathing (not lath and plaster).   Note the 

stamped sheet metal panels are attached to the bottom of the original exposed interior trusswork of the roof.   

Also note that the window opening is rectangular on the interior and pointed on the exterior. 

 

 

The building is currently not useable, except for storage and it will need complete 

rehabilitation, except that in 2010, Creede Mining Heritage, Inc. and the  

community raised the funds to lift the church and replace the timber and concrete pad 

foundation from 1974 with a new engineered, code-compliant, reinforced concrete 

foundation. 

 

 

  The church has been evaluated by the Colorado Historical Society and based on  

their preliminary review in February, 2012, by the Office of Archaeology and Historic 

Preservation, it was determined that the church appears to meet the criteria for evaluation and 

nomination to the State Register of Historic Properties and it was suggested that the owner 

concentrate on Criterion C for Architecture if a nomination is prepared for consideration. 

 



 

View of the northwest corner of the Sunnyside Chapel/Creede Catholic Church on its new (2011), engineered, 

reinforced concrete foundation.   Thin stone veneer stones were applied to the top portion of the concrete walls in an 

uncoursed rubble bond, similar to the original stone foundation that is shown in the historic photograph on page 4.   

After the regrading and backfill is completed, the new grade will reach the bottom of the stone veneer. 

 

 

  The non-profit, 501 C-3, heritage preservation organization owner of the church, Creede 

Mining Heritage, Inc. is supporting the preparation of this Historic Structure  

 

Assessment to provide a comprehensive evaluation of the condition of the structure to  

guide the future rehabilitation and restoration of the building.   Additionally, the historic data 

and research that is produced in the section 2.0 - “History and Use” of the Historic Structure 

Assessment will be helpful in the subsequent preparation of a State Register nomination, if this 

is the plan of the owner. 

 

The Immaculate Conception Mission, Creede Catholic Church/ Sunnyside Chapel, Creede, 

Mineral County (5ML.626) is located on approximately 1.8 acre site that is bounded on all four 

sides by existing streets within the Creede America housing subdivision.   This large open, 

grassy site, undeveloped except for the church, is adjacent to the historic town cemetery on a 

bench or mesa on a hillside overlooking the main portion of the town of Creede.   The church is 

now oriented in an east-west direction with the bell tower and main entry doors on the east 

elevation.   Until it was moved in 1974, when the church was on its original site in the town of 

Creede, the church was oriented more north-south, with the entry facing south.  



 

 

Detail of the interior of the original main entry doors and transom and the interior of the belltower.  

 

 

The church consists of wood frame construction and is rectangular in plan with a bell tower 

over the entry doors on the east elevation.   It features a steeply pitched  

gable roof and horizontal wood clapboard siding.   The church was originally constructed 

without the belltower.   The historic photographs show the church in this earliest period, but the 

historic photographs are undated until the 1910 postmarked postcard photo.   The addition of the 

belltower can only roughly be dated to between 1902 and 1910, judging from the undated 

photos and the identification of buildings in the photos and knowing when certain buildings 

were constructed. 

 



 

Detail of the interior of the original upper wood window sash. 

 

  The rectangular church form with the steep gable roof and belltower is a classic example of 

the vernacular Gothic Revival style, fairly common in Colorado in the late 19th Century.   While 

very little of the construction history of the church is known, the Gothic Revival style and the 

very closely related Carpenter Gothic Style, reflect the popularity of this most common design 

for small churches in the late 19th Century, based on the Gothic origins in Europe.   Aside from 

the shape, proportions and symmetricality of the building, the characteristic elements of the 

vernacular Gothic Revival in the Sunnyside Chapel/Creede Catholic Church consist of tall, 

narrow, pointed arched windows.   Additionally, the round “rose” window on the east elevation 

is also a traditional Gothic Style element.   The church is largely original with very few changes 

or significant loss of historic fabric, except for a few interior additions.   

The 1250 square foot, one story church features an steeply pitched, slightly overhanging 

gable roof that was likely covered originally with sawn wood shingles that were typically oiled 

and stained and included a sheet metal ridge roll, but no gutters and downspouts.   Over the 

years it was re-roofed with asphalt shingles.   There were two brick chimneys on the roof 

originally, each with a tall stovepipe extension. 

 



 

Detail of the pointed arch transom that was originally over the entry doors on the east elevation. When the 

belltower was built, this opening and the window were not reinstalled and the window was removed and apparently 

not preserved.   The floor and framing of the non-original choir loft is visible through the former transom opening. 

 

The church is sided with horizontal pine clapboarding with a 4 ½” reveal and originally the 

exterior walls and trim were painted a light tone, apparently white or cream, with very dark 

painted (black or dark green) wood pointed arch sash.   The original “3/2” tall, thin wood 

window sash that are very characteristic of the style, with the lower sash divided vertically into 

2 panes and the upper sash divided with  

curved “tracery” into two vertical pointed panes and a small diamond-shaped piece in between 

at the top.   Most of the original wood windows survive in the building, but are missing the 

original glass.   The glass fragments indicate that the lower sash was glazed with uncolored clear 

glass with a slightly obscured, embossed “starry” pattern and apparently the upper sash was 

glazed with clear glass.   While currently there is a rectangular glass transom above each entry 

door on the east elevation, there was originally a pointed arch window above the doors that was 

removed and not reinstalled.   Additionally, there was a round “rose” window on the wall above 

the main entry doors on the east elevation that was originally located in the main church and was 

later moved to the east wall of the belltower after it was built.   This window apparently did not 

survive the move of the building from town and reportedly, it is not  

 



 

Detail of the original round “rose” window on the east interior wall, what was originally the exterior and was 

subsequently enclosed with the construction of the belltower.   Evidently, the window was moved and reinstalled on 

the belltower, but does not exist today. 

 

in the current Catholic Church (from 1974) in Creede.   This window was divided with wood 

muntins like the spokes of a wheel and it is not known if there was colored glass or clear glass in 

those six spaces, but in the postcard photo the glass of this “rose” window appears darker than 

the clear glass of the lancet windows, perhaps indicating colored glass.   The belltower also 

features two small, original, square windows - one each on the north and south elevations that 

are set diagonally, a diamond shape.  The original exterior wood doors on the east elevation are 

all vertical paneled with four panels per door and there is a glazed transom above each door.   In 

the historic photograph, the doors appear to be stained and varnished, but currently the doors are 

painted. 

  

The belltower that was added on the east elevation shortly after the construction of the 

church, is sided with the same clapboarding as the main portion of the church.    The belfry or 

cupola is open (without walls or louver panels) and features original cross bracing on the north, 

south and west sides, between the plain square timber  

 



 

View of the east wall of the interior.  Note the temporary cross bracing that was installed to stabilize the 

structure during the move in 1974.   Also note the non-historic stair, choir loft and partitioning under the stair, 

added at an unknown date prior to 1974.   Note that these alterations cut through original windows and the original 

transom window.   

  

columns at the four corners, supporting the roof.   Additional, non-historic cross bracing was 

added when the building was relocated in 1974.   There is a sheet metal floor/flat roofing in the 

befry or cupola.  

 

The interior layout of the church consists of a single room with a stepped altar platform on 

the west end between two small rooms – apparently a sacristy/vesting room and an office.   

From the small room at the southwest corner, there is an exterior rear door.   The wood framing 

for these two small rooms does not continue up to the ceiling of the room.   The altar platform 

was enlarged and changed at some unknown point in time, so that currently the platform 

conflicts with the door to the small  

 



 

View from the choir loft to the west.  Note the two small rooms flanking the altar platform.  The original 

interior wall sheathing consists of horizontal 1x’s (there is no conventional lath and plaster) that were covered with 

muslin and provided a surface for wallpapers.  There is also non-historic fiberboard paneling on the upper portions 

of the walls.  Note the steel tie rod that is reinforcing the walls from the outward thrust of the roof.   

 

sacristy.   Along the east wall of the space, a choir loft was added at some point in time with a 

stair along the south wall.   This non-historic alteration occurred at an unknown date, but the 

platform cuts across windows and cut the original transom over the entry doors on the east 

elevation.   Additional non-historic framing was added to create a confessional and storage room 

under the stairs. 

 



 

View to the west in the “attic” of the chamfered king post trusses of the roof structural system, note the curved 

bottom chords.  Originally, this trusswork was open and exposed on the interior of the church and it was painted 

white along with the rafters and sheathing boards.  Note the 1”x 6” nailing strips with the non-original stamped 

sheet metal panels below.  Also note the non-functional exposed, knob and tube wiring added after the sheet metal 

ceiling panels were installed. 

 

 

The wood flooring of the church consists of 3” wide tongue and groove fir/pine over 1x 

subflooring.   The ceiling consists of painted, decorative stamped sheet metal panels and trim 

applied to the bottom of the chords of the original painted, decorative timber trusswork (the 

sheet metal was added at an unknown date, apparently to lower  

the ceiling for winter heating improvement).   The interior doors to the two small rooms were 

originally four vertical panels, but they have been altered and the upper panels have been 

removed.   The pair of interior doors from the narthex (belltower entry) into the nave of the 

church consist of four vertical panels and are intact, matching the exterior interior doors on the 

east elevation.   The original interior door and window casing and baseboards survive and are 

painted.  

 

The walls of the church consist of horizontal 1”x (varying in size from 8” to 12”) pine 

sheathing boards applied to the wood framing with muslin fabric stretched over the interior face.   

This muslin was the base for the application of the wallpapers.   All of the interior walls are 



wallpapered.   The nave is covered with a plain dark green ground paper and a patterned cornice 

paper in an ivory color and the two small rooms have different patterned papers.   It appears that 

the papers are original from the 1897 – 1899 period.   There is no insulation in the walls of the 

church nor in the ceiling or roof structure. 

 

 

Detail of the interior walls.  Note the 1”x interior wall sheathing, muslin, liner wallpaper and green ground 

paper.  Also note the plain 1”x8” baseboard, window casings and the wood flooring. 

 

  The original heating system for the church apparently consisted of cast iron, wood/coal 

fired heating stoves connected with stove pipe to the two brick flues.   There is no evidence that 

there was ever plumbing or running water in the building.   Minimal knob and tube electrical 

wiring exists in the building, apparently to provide lighting, although the light fixtures do not 

exist.   

 

 

    Significance 

The Sunnyside Chapel/Immaculate Conception Mission Catholic Church in Creede is 

significant for its architecture as a good and intact example of the vernacular Gothic Revival 

style in rural church construction in Colorado.   While the designer of the church is unknown, it 

was apparently a carpenter/builder with experience with this popular style and form of 

construction.   Adding to the architectural significance is the fact that the church possesses a 

very high degree of integrity because it has not been  



 

 

Detail of the floor structural system, prior to the construction of the new concrete foundation.  Note  the 2”x10” 

floor joists and 1”x4” subfloor, the 2”x4” cross bracing below the floor system was installed when the building was 

moved in 1974 and was removed when the new concrete foundation was built. 

 

 

significantly “renovated” or altered.   It has been empty, “mothballed” and used only for storage 

for the past 37 years.   It exists today substantially in the same form and  

detailing – both exterior and interior - as when it was built.   It is also significant locally as a 

popular Creede attraction for tourists over the past 37 years, a true visual icon that is the subject 

of innumerable paintings and photographs. 

 

 

 

Construction History / Chronology  

 1890-92 – Gold is discovered in Creede and the adjacent camp of Batchelor and the Creede 

Gold Rush began. 

 1891 – The Denver and Rio Grande Railroad, Creede Branch, was completed. 

 1897-1899 – The Mission of the Immaculate Conception Roman Catholic Church was built 

in Creede. 

 1902-1910 – The belltower of the church was constructed and a bell was installed. 

 1973-74 – The historic Creede Catholic Church is replaced with a new building and the 

historic building is threatened with demolition.  The historic church was moved to a site 

above the main portion of the town.   

 2008 – Creede Mining Heritage, Inc. acquires the property – acreage and the church 

building.  



 2011 – Sunnyside Chapel is lifted with a crane and put on a new reinforced concrete 

foundation. 

 

 

Summary of Substantive Changes Which Have Occurred Since Construction 

The following are alterations that have occurred to the church since it was built between 

1897-1899:  (Note that there are no records or photographs or oral history available that provide 

exact dates for the alterations, prior to the move in 1974.) 

 

 The belltower was built on the east elevation between 1902 and 1910. 

 The original round “rose” window was moved from the east wall of the church to the 

east wall of the belltower.  This round window was later removed from the belltower 

and is no longer in the building. 

 The original pointed arch transom over the east entry doors was apparently removed 

and eliminated when it was blocked by the addition of the choir loft floor.   

 At an unknown point in time, the choir loft and stair were built in the interior, 

blocking windows and blocking the transom on the east elevation. 

 At an unknown point in time, painted, stamped sheet metal panels were installed on 

nailing strips at the bottom of the original exposed, decorative wood trusswork of the 

roof, effectively enclosing and lowering the ceiling. 

 The altar platform on the west elevation was changed at some point in time and it 

may no longer be the original liturgical element.  The alteration of the platform 

partially blocks the access to the small rooms on either side of the platform. 

 A tie rod was added to the interior to help resist the outward thrust of the north and 

south walls. 

 The church was moved to the new location in 1974 next to the cemetery and its 

original stone foundation was demolished.  It was placed on a minimal timber and 

concrete pad foundation. 

 The window glass was all broken (vandalized likely) and the glass removed and 

some of the wood sash elements were broken or damaged.  Several sash are missing 

entirely. 

 The church was lifted and placed on a new engineered, reinforced concrete 

foundation with veneer stone at the top of the walls. 

 



 

2.2   Proposed Program 

   The results of programming discussions with Avery Auger and Chuck Powers of Creede 

Mining Heritage, Inc., revealed the current issues related to the owner’s needs of the future of 

the Sunnyside Chapel/Creede Catholic Church.   The primary use parameters and needs that 

were identified are as follows: 

 

 The intention of the owner, Creede Mining Heritage, Inc. is to create an events center for the 

use of the people of the community of Creede, a small, multiple use facility to accommodate 

a variety of community needs that include the following: 

 

Events: weddings/funerals/family reunions/ parties/celebrations/receptions/dances 

 

Meetings: community/civic/clubs/organizations 

 

Performances: music/drama/literary, etc.  The space would work well for smaller 

audiences. 

 

Gallery/Exhibitions: art/crafts/collections/travelling exhibitions 

 

Education: classes/lectures/demonstrations 

 



 

Notes from the Western History Collection of the Denver Public Library. 



 

Copy of newspaper article describing the move of the church from the Pueblo Chieftain.  



      

Detail of the damaged beadboard cabinet in the small sacristy room at the southwest corner of the 

interior of the church. 
 

 

 It is important for the owner that the interior be one, open, uninterrupted space without the 

choir loft alteration and without the two small liturgical rooms on the west end of the room, 

to maximize the space for the various community uses. 

 

 The current altar platform was rebuilt at some point in time and the owner would prefer to 

remove it and have a moveable, flexible platform/stage that would accommodate a variety of 

uses in various configurations and locations in the building.  

 



 

Detail of the alterations made to the interior with the addition of a choir loft and stair and confessional under the stair.  

Note how the construction of these elements overlays the original walls, trim and windows. 
 

 It is also important to the owner that the church has an interior that is flexible and fairly 

recessive visually.   Which would mean that the intention of the owner is the rehabilitation 

of the interior, not its restoration as a liturgical space as it was as a Catholic Church.  This 

will mean that the historic wallpapers, which are in very poor condition would be preserved 

in place by covering the walls and wallpaper with sheetrock, but not restored or replicated 

and reinstalled.  The new sheetrock wall surfaces would simply be finished smooth and 

painted.    

 

 The owner would also prefer that the sheet metal ceiling alteration be removed and the 

original roof/ceiling trusswork restored. 

 

 A new electrical system for the building will need to flexibly accommodate all the all the 

various use options including performances, with appropriate lighting and acoustical 

equipment.   Additionally the church will need to meet the building code with exit lighting, 

emergency lighting and fire detection systems.   

 

 The building would not have restrooms or running water, they will be located in a separate 

accessory building behind the church, to preserve the space in the church.  Code compliant 

restrooms would take too much of the available square footage of the building.  

  



 

View of the sacristy/vesting room, the small room at the southwest corner of the church.  Note the poor 

condition of the historic wallpapers and the fiberboard overlay on the ceiling.   Also note the original wood 

closet/cabinet on the right and the simple window casings. 
 

 



3.0   Structure Condition Assessment 

3.1   Site  

Description:  

The Immaculate Conception Mission, Creede Catholic Church/ Sunnyside Chapel, Creede, 

Mineral County (5ML.626) is located near the center of an approximately 1.8 acre site that is 

bounded on all four sides by existing streets within the Creede America housing subdivision.   

Three of these streets are gravel and the fourth, on the east side of the property, is paved with 

asphalt.   This large open, short-grass meadowland site, undeveloped except for the church, is on 

a bench or mesa on a hillside overlooking and west of the main portion of the town of Creede.   

To the west of the church, on the other side of the upper road, is the historic town cemetery, 

Sunnyside Cemetery, Creede’s oldest.   The church is oriented in an east-west direction with the 

bell tower and main entry doors on the east elevation.   Until it was moved in 1974, when the 

church was on its original site in the town of Creede, the church was oriented more north-south, 

with the entry facing south.  

 

 

View of the southwest corner of the site, showing the natural vegetation on the property as well as the graded 

gravel road. 
 

The immediate site of the building is an area somewhat larger than the footprint of the 

Sunnyside Chapel that was leveled out of a slight east slope of on the hillside.   The final grading 

around the new foundation has not yet been accomplished.   There is currently no designated on-

site parking for this structure although the surrounding roads provide parking along the sides. 



 

The utilities leading to the site are located underground. 

 

There has been no archeological survey undertaken at the site.  

 

 

The Sunnyside Chapel sits on close to 2 acres of gently sloping grasslands. The building footprint has been coarsely 

leveled out of the slope. 

 

 

Condition:   

The unimproved site, overall, is in poor condition.   The existing site drainage is from the west 

side to the southeast corner and there is about 12 feet of drop across the 250 foot deep site, but the 

immediate site around the building has not been graded and the moisture (rain and snow melt) 

currently flows poorly away from the building, particularly on the west (uphill) side. 

 



 

Taken from southwest of the chapel, this view shows the slight slope on which the building sits. 

 

 

Recommendations:    

1. A new landscape plan should be professionally prepared for the site that would improve the 

appearance and function of the site and meet the needs of the building as a community 

events center.   The plan for the site and landscape must include locating an accessory 

restroom building that needs to be as unobtrusive as possible and which will meet code 

requirements for handicapped accessible restrooms.   The design of this small building 

needs to be compatible with the historic church, but recessive visually.   The design must 

also include on-site parking, handicapped parking, walkways, paving and landscaping.   

2. Regrade the site as per the direction of a civil engineer or landscape architect to improve the 

overall site drainage, the immediate site drainage and access to the building.   Install 

additional underground drainage structures as needed, based on the recommendations of the 

civil engineer.   

3. Create a slightly sloping dry zone of at least 4 to 5 feet around the building to prevent 

planting and watering next to the foundation.   Install native flagstone or gravel (with weed 

barrier fabric) around the building sloped slightly to facilitate drainage away from the 

foundation walls and to prevent planting, irrigation and overspray next to the building.  



4. Design and install interpretive signage at several locations on the site near the building to 

identify the church and interpret its history and significance to visitors. 

5. Install site lighting to be as unobtrusive as possible but to add security and enhance the 

church and site. 

6. Install a new landscape that will include planting appropriate trees (perhaps aspen trees and 

native conifers) and shrubs, keeping the irrigation system away from the chapel.  

7. Install a new access road and paving through the site to provide limited parking, including 

handicapped parking and service access to the chapel.  Consult with the local fire 

department to determine if access for fire equipment will be required. 

8. Install new walkways on the site around the chapel to meet handicapped access 

requirements. 

  

            

 



3.2 Foundation  

Description:   

The Sunnyside Chapel/ Creede Catholic Church was originally sited in the town of Creede.   In 

the face of certain razing, it was moved to its present location in 1974 and set on temporary wood 

beams and concrete pads and piers.   The north and south outside walls consisted of a stack of 

beams that sat on 8”x 8” wood piers set into the ground. Apparently these posts were attached to 

poured concrete pads.   These were also cross-braced with 2x stock.   Two beams ran the length of 

the building east-west, set on more wood and the spacing of all posts and pads was irregular.    

 

  

1974 foundation:  Exterior view of the stacked beams 

seen in the photo to the right. The vertical stakes 

appear to be in place to stiffen this stack. 

1974 foundation:  Outside foundation wall of the 

chapel. Beams are stacked and are supported 

periodically by vertical wood piers. Cross-bracing 

has been added with the intent to stiffen the 

structure beneath the floor joists. 

 

In October, 2010, Martin Reynolds, P.E., P.L.S., a structural engineer, investigated and 

evaluated the condition of the 1974 foundation and prepared a report that is attached to this Historic 

Structure Assessment in the appendix.   The wood pier foundation system lasted some 40 years 

without obvious signs of settling, but the mechanical tie of the structure to piers was insufficient.   

The engineer found that the 1974 pier foundation system was seriously inadequate and it was not 

clear how deep the 8”x8” wood piers were set.   Martin Reynolds recommended that the timber and 

concrete foundation from 1974 be replaced and a new foundation constructed with concrete 

footings and stem walls extending from below the front line to 8” above the surrounding finished 

ground surface, including new supports for the interior beams at evenly spaced intervals to provide 

consistent soil pressures.  I recommended that the exterior concrete foundation walls that were 

visible above ground be faced with stone (Robinson Rock or equal) to match as closely as possible 

the original stone foundation before it was move.   This foundation stone is visible in the postcard 

photo.   



  

In the fall of 2011, the owner, Creede Mining Heritage, raised the funding needed to lift the 

building and set it on a new engineered, reinforced concrete foundation that met the requirements 

of the building code.   The drawing for this foundation is in the appendix of this report.   

Additionally, the stone veneer was installed. 

 

  

 

View of the 1974 foundation, prior to its replacement.  Note that the pier/post is shimmed with block to meet a beam 

that supports the midsection of the floor of the building.  

      

Condition:  

The newly built, engineered, reinforced concrete foundation built in 2011 is in good condition, 

except that the final backfilling and grading has not yet been accomplished. 

 

 

 

Recommendations:  

1. Backfill and grade around the new foundation, (see Site recommendations.) 

 



           

View of the new 2011 foundation.  Note the top 12” of the perimeter wall is covered with veneer stone that is similar in 

appearance to the original 1897-9 foundation.  Note that the backfilling and final grading was not completed at the time 

of construction. 

 

 

 
 

View of the new 2011 foundation.  Note the top 12” of the perimeter wall is covered with veneer stone that is similar in 

appearance to the original 1897-9 foundation.  Note that the backfilling and final grading was not completed at the time 

of construction.  The stone is genuine that has been sawn into thin veneer stones and applied similar to tile, also 

supported on a small ledge that was formed into the concrete. 

 

3.3   Structural System 

Description:    

General Structural System 

The general structural system consists of full size 2” x 6” wood frame perimeter walls supporting 

conventionally framed structural wood floors and wood roof rafters. 

 



  

2”x10” floor joists with 1x subfloor above.   The 

cross bracing was added in 1974. 

Floor joists, showing original cross-bridging and the 

underside of the subflooring.  
 

Floor System 

The floor is framed with 2”x10” pine or fir wood joists spaced at about 16 inches on center with 

wood cross bracing between them.   The floor joists span in a north-south direction and bear on a 

center beam that is supported on 8”x 8” wood piers (before the foundation replacement).  There is 

some wood cross-bridging present in the 30 ft. floor joist spans.   The floor joists are supported 

along the foundation wall on stacks of wood beams (prior to the replacement of the foundation).  

The floor construction is wood (pine/fir) 1”x 6” wood sub-flooring and on top of the sub-floor is 2 

½” pine/fir t&g flooring. There is no insulation in the floor system. 

 

The Roof System 

 The ridge of the gable roof is approximately 31 feet above grade.  The tower addition rises 

approximately 40 feet above grade.  The wooden structural system of the roof is composed of 

finished 4”x 6” trusses, roughly 90” top to bottom chord. A 4”x 6” top chord and 4”x 6” curved 

bottom chord are tied in the center with two 2”x 6” vertical chords, one on each side, sandwiching 

the top and bottom chords. These trusses span 16 feet, just over 20 feet above the floor to the center 

of the bottom chord. The trusses are spaced approximately 30” apart and support a sheathing of 

finished 1”x 4”s.   Curved wood 4”x6” collar ties, also spaced 30” apart bind the north and south 

walls together, and at their apex a pair of vertical 2x6” posts are bolted to the collar ties and support 

the ridge board.  The ridge line runs in an east-west direction and is supported by the east and west 

walls.   There is no insulation in the roof system.   

 

The painted 4”x6” truss roof system was originally the finish surface.  At some point pressed tin 

sheets were added to the underside of the bottom chord of the trusses, ostensibly to provide a dead 

air space above that might act as rudimentary insulation. 



 

  

Temporary bracing of the exterior walls. Note also 

the steel rod wall tie that runs between the walls near 

the center of the building. In addition, note the tin 

ceiling material that has been applied to the 

underside of the curved wood collar ties. 

Roof infrastructure. The tin seen in the photo to the 

left sits below the originally exposed wood collar 

ties and exposed rafters. 

 

 

 



  

Tower addition framing, showing vague connections 

to the main chapel. 

Tower, bell space, showing the addition of bracing 

lumber. 
 

The bell tower is topped with a flat deck; from this a post and beam belfry continues upward. A 

double-gabled roofing structure caps this belfry. 

 

Condition: 

The building’s structural system appears to be in fair to poor condition with the following 

concerns: 

 The floor joists are unevenly supported, primarily due to the lack of a monolithic concrete 

foundation (prior to the replacement of the foundation.) 

 There is minimal connection between the tower addition and the main chapel building. 

 The lateral force resisting system of the building may not be adequate to resist the required 

wind loads. 

  

 Deflection in the exterior north and south walls appears to have been a concern, and the 

single steel tie rod is likely inadequate to prevent further deflection. 

 Structural post and beam members of the tower belfry appear rotted or compromised. 

 



 

The bell tower top has rot and or inadequate post connections. 

 

Recommendations:  (note that all of the recommended structural work should be as per the 

direction and drawings and specifications of the structural engineer) 

1. Once a new foundation is in place, secure the building and the foundation mechanically.  

2. Assess the snowload of the existing roof structure.   

3. Attach the bell tower addition to the main chapel mechanically and probably with 

insulation and exterior flashing, as needed to provide complete weather-proofing.  

4. Per the engineer’s report, remove the existing steel tie rod, pull in the walls to vertical as 

much as possible, and reinstall a tie-rod with turnbuckle to allow future adjustments. In 

addition, add two more steel tie-rods and turnbuckles space midway from the center to 

each end.    

5. Reassess and reinforce or replace rotted or structurally compromised members of the 

belfry structure. 

 

 



 

Condition of the building in 2010, prior to any work on the property.  Note the deteriorated asphalt roofing, and 

damage to the clapboarding.



 
 

East elevation of the Sunnyside Chapel, prior to the replacement of the foundation.  The clapboards are installed 

on studs of the wall framing.  The church received a coat of paint to protect it during the HSA process. 

 

 

3.4   Exterior Walls:  

Description 

The walls are approximately 15 feet in height and consist of 2”x 6” full dimensioned studs 

centered at 16”.  The studs have no exterior sheathing. Clapboards are installed directly on the 

studs.  Douglas fir is the probable wood of the framing.  The interior appears to have horizontally 

installed 1”x sheathing throughout.   There is no insulation in the wall system.  Clapboards are 

installed to corner boards, with rake trim on the gable ends, and base trim. 

 

One brick chimney extends through the roof on the north elevation.  A chimney flue on the south 

elevation apparently has been capped below the roofline.  



  

Northwest corner of the west elevation South elevation. 

 

 

  

Trim detail of west elevation Note the deteriorated condition of clapboards 

       

The bell tower addition is framed with 2”x4” studs spaced roughly two feet on center.   There is 

no sheathing, interior or exterior; the clapboards were placed directly on the exterior of the frame 

without a building paper.  In addition, the exterior clapboards of the  

original church were not removed when this tower was added that would allow a secure and flush 

fit with the building. Instead, a scribed frame stud of the tower accommodates to the clapboards of 

the main structure.  A skirt of vertical 1” x 4” trim, mounted flush to each other, surrounds the 

tower at the ceiling level of the entry, as well as near the top of the tower.  The bell tower itself is 



topped with a flat deck; from this a post and beam belfry continues upward.  A pyramidal roof 

structure caps this belfry.  

 

  
Bell tower addition, showing weather sealing 

problems. Also not the bell space posting has been 

heavily braced. 

Clapboard disconnect at the bell tower, left, and the 

main chapel. 

 

 

Sunnyside Chapel, Creede, Colorado 
Paint sampling and microscopic testing 

All paint references are Benjamin Moore.  The first layer (1) of paint on the wood substrate is the 

earliest and the last layer is the latest, currently visible layer.  Note that the original paint was very 

deteriorated and difficult to find intact layering. 

 

 
 

EXTERIOR: 

Clapboard siding, wood substrate 

 

1. Cream yellow paint – “ Monterey White” HC-27 

Window trim, wood substrate 

The cream yellow layer appears in some samples but not in others – perhaps it is simply the “overlap” from 

painting the adjacent surfaces red/brown.  The black layer is consistent in the samples and appears to be the 

original finish. 

 

1. Black paint -  “Black” EXT RM 



2. Cream paint - “ Monterey White” HC-27 

3. Brown paint – “Chestnut” 2082-10 

Door trim, wood substrate 

The dark red/brown layer appears in some samples but not in others – perhaps it is simply the “overlap” 

from painting the adjacent surfaces red/brown.  The black layer is consistent in the samples and appears to 

be the original finish. 

 

1. Black paint – “Black” EXT RM 

2. Cream paint - “ Monterey White” HC-27 

3. Brown paint – “Chestnut” 2082-10 

 

Window sash, wood substrate 

The dark red/brown layer appears in some samples but not in others – perhaps it is simply the “overlap” 

from painting the adjacent surfaces red/brown or used as a primer.  The black layer is consistent in the 

samples and appears to be the original finish. 

 

1. Black paint – “Black” EXT RM 

2. Cream paint - “ Monterey White” HC-27 

3. Green paint – “Grassy Fields” 2034-30 

4. Blue/green – “Green Gables” 2041-30 

5. Brown – “Chestnut” 2082-10 

 

Condition:  

The exterior walls are in fair to poor condition.  The framing structure would be more than 

adequate with the addition of a new foundation (as recommended in Section 3.2) and new steel 

collar ties (as recommended in Section 3).  The lack of weatherproofing  

material under the exterior clapboards requires that they be of the highest integrity. This is not the 

case.   Many clapboards are cupped and split.   Many holes and gaps provide means for rain and 

snow to enter the building frame structure, threatening the interior finishes.   Base trim is missing 

in places with similar consequences. 

 

The masonry chimneys are in very poor condition with missing bricks and eroded or missing 

mortar joints.    



  

Historic photo, showing chimney and standpipe, 

neither of which are currently visible. 

North elevation chimney remnant, lacking the 

historic standpipe. 
 

 

Recommendations: 

1. Replace missing elements, particularly in the bell tower to exactly match the original 

elements. 

2. Carefully prepare the exterior wood clapboard siding and trim for priming and repainting.  

Scrape and sand the wood surfaces and repair the holes and cracked and damaged wood 

siding with an epoxy wood restoration system.  Replace the seriously deteriorated or 

missing clapboards with new clapboards to match exactly.  Prime and repaint (with brushes 

only) the building with the best quality exterior alkyd paint, in the original colors.  

3. Rebuild the original two brick chimneys matching the originals as seen in the historic 

photographs, matching brick and mortar. Line these chimneys with stainless steel liners to 

allow complete functionality.  Cap and restore the metal standpipes.  Repair the damaged 

brick masonry through the building.   

 



 

Deteriorated three-tab asphalt shingle roofing.  Note that the chimney is missing on this side. 

 

3.5   Roofing & Waterproofing  

Description:  

The roof was originally covered with sawn wood shingles, installed with a 3 ½” to 4” exposure. 

There is no evidence that they were stained, but likely they had some kind of oil finish, typical for 

the period.  Wood shingles are the first layer of roofing on the 1”x sheathing.   At some time the 

roof’s asphalt 3-tab shingles were installed over the original wood shingles.  The roof of the bell 

tower, the base of the belfry, is roll roofing.  The flashing is largely non-existant or in very poor 

condition.  The remaining brick chimney does not have intact flashing. 

 

No gutters or downspouts existed originally or currently.    

 



  

Deteriorated roll roofing at the top of the bell tower, 

in the belfry 

Original sawn shingles exposed where the bell tower 

was added 

 

 

Condition:   

The asphalt roofing, laid over the original or early sawn cedar shingles, is in very poor condition as 

well as all flashing associated with the roofing.  The asphalt roll roofing of the top of the bell tower 

is in poor condition, with a total lack of waterproofing capability.  

 

Recommendations:  

The appropriate roofing for the building is sawn wood shingles to match the original roofing.  It 

may be that for reasons of cost and the demands of insurers mandates the use of asphalt.  

1. Strip the existing asphalt roofing and deteriorated wood shingles.  

2. Replace any deteriorated roof sheathing/interior finish boards as necessary to provide a 

secure roof deck.  Cover the entire roof with an ice and weather shield. 

3. Reroof with sawn wood shingles to match the original roofing or reroof the structure with 

new architectural dimensional 50 year shingles with similar exposure as the original wood 

shingles.   Install all new galvanized roof flashings including a ridge roll to match the 

originals (should that still be in place) with the addition of standard sheet metal roof drip 

edging.  

4. Install new sheet metal flashing around the newly restored chimneys, as recommended in 

Section 3.4.    

5. Install new half-round sheet metal gutters and round downspouts in galvanized steel.   Paint 

to match the historic color scheme. 

6. Clean and inspect the gutters and downspouts on a regular basis – 4 times per year. 

7. Strip the asphalt roll roofing material from the top of the bell tower. 



8. Replace the underlying deck as needed to provide a secure roof deck, providing slope to 

allow drainage off the roof. (This work would need to be done in coordination with the 

needed structural repairs related to the recommendations of Section 3.3.) 

9. Install a rubberized weather-sealing product (Ice and Water Shield or equal)  and finish with 

an asphalt roofing material that will be adequate to occasional foot traffic. 

 

Undated historic photograph in Creede Historical Society collection with Church on its original site in town of Creede. 



 

  

Historic photo, showing round window and glazing 

of arched windows. 

Contemporary photo of Chapel in current location, 

showing the missing “rose” window. The arched 

windows here are temporarily protected with 

plywood. 
 

 

3.6 Windows and Doors  

Description:   

There are two exterior door openings on the chapel.   All of the doors are of the 4-panel style, 

with vertical center divider rails and one horizontal divider rail.  The east main entry consists of a 

pair of four-panel doors.   A horizontal two-lite transom is above.   The other exterior door is on the 

west elevation and is not hung in place, instead plywood covers the opening.  However, the original 

door to that space appears to be nearby in the entry room. 



 

Main entry doors, east elevation 

 

The interior doors are intact, though in extremely poor condition.  One leads from the main 

chapel to the southwest room, the other leads to the northwest room.  In addition, an opening for 

two double doors is between the east end of the chapel and the bell tower. The doors have been 

removed, but they are located nearby.  These doors are evidently the original chapel entry doors.  In 

the historic postcard photograph the exterior pair of doors appear to be darker in color than the 

white of the walls; possibly the doors were stained and varnished originally or painted a darker 

color, but the finish on the doors is so weathered and deteriorated it cannot be determined 

microscopically.   



 

 

 

 

 

The interior of the east double entry doors, also 

showing the hinge ghosts for the interior set of double 

doors, pictured to the right. 

Apparently the interior set of double doors that 

were hung between the chapel and the bell tower. 

 

  

Interior door as viewed from the southwest room. Interior door as viewed from the northwest room. 

Most of the original, historic wood windows survive in the building, though most also are 

missing their glass.  Throughout the main chapel, the windows are painted wood, double hung sash.  

The top sash on these 10 windows is a lancet type, a pointed arch, with three lites divided by 

curved muntins.  The bottom sash consists of two lites, with a center muntin.  The glass in the 



windows was all broken at some point in time due to vandalism, but from the fragments remaining 

it appears that the lower sashes were glazed with an obscured glass in a star pattern.  The upper 

sashes were apparently glazed with clear glass.  There was no evidence of colored glass or stained 

glass.  

 

The original east wall of the chapel had a round “rose” window.  Only remnants of the sash 

remain.  Below on the same wall a curved pointed arched transom sits above the double door 

opening and similarly, no sash remains of this window.  When the bell tower was built, the existing 

round “rose” window was apparently moved to the east elevation of the tower, but there is no 

evidence today of the sash.  The bell tower has two square, fixed sash windows, one on the north 

elevation, one on the south elevation set diagonally in a diamond shape.  Above the exterior double 

entry doors is a two-lite fixed transom.  

The exteriors of windows and doors are trimmed simply with 1”x material and painted white.  The 

interiors of the windows and doors are painted white as well.  

 

 

The south elevation in 2011, note the plywood door for the original opening.   

The original door is stored in the building. 
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Window and Door key 

 

 

Detail of the original “rose” window from the postcard photo,  

note the shades of color in the glass and the flower pattern in leading.  Fragments of colored glass (a dark gold and light 

blue green) were found in the belltower that appear to have come from this window. 

 



  

Typical pointed arch window; south elevation 

 

 

 

 

Typical pointed arch window; north elevation 

 

  

The bell tower round window. Note that the round 

frame remains.  

 

The round window opening in the main chapel, seen 

here from the interior of the bell tower. 

 

Condition:  

 Doors: All of the original hardware is missing except for the hinges.  The southwest corner 

exterior door (which opening is currently covered with plywood) has some damage to the top rail.  

It is off its hinges and has been set inside the building.  The exterior pair of doors under the bell 

tower have peeling paint and the wood is cracked and deteriorated.  The right door is missing the 

lower left panel.  The interior door to the northwest room is missing upper panels but the rails 

remain.  The interior door to the southwest room is missing the upper panels and the vertical 



divider rail.  The middle horizontal divider rail is split and damaged.  The interior double doors that 

lead to the bell tower are removed from the hinges but are otherwise nearly intact. 

 

  

The transom opening that was originally on the 

exterior (before the belltower was built), above the 

interior double doors. 

 

The fixed sash in the north wall of the bell tower. 

 

 

Windows: Refer to the previous window key for the locations of these windows indicated below.  

In general, only chards of glass remain anywhere; it appears that the upper sash was glazed with 

clear glass and the bottom sash was glazed with patterned, obscured glass.  There are no signs of 

pins or weighted sash.  The top sash in these windows were not fixed and did move; many of the 

window top sashes shifted down in the frames.  The windows survived the years of neglect, 

weathering and vandalism in fair condition.  The glass is all destroyed, but the window sash is 

largely intact. 

 

Window A: Top sash side rails are intact; muntins damaged.  Bottom sash side rails are intact, but 

damaged and the muntins are missing.   

Window B: Top sash is intact; the bottom sash is missing all but one side rail. 

Window C: Top sash is intact; bottom sash is intact except for missing the center muntin. 

Window D: Top sash muntins missing but the rails are intact; entire bottom sash is missing. 

Interior transom over the interior double doors: No trim or any sash remains; only a rough opening 

remains. 

Exterior bell tower round window: Only a portion of the circular sash frame remains. 

Exterior transom over the double doors: These two fixed sash appear in fair condition. 

Windows H, and I: Both of these single fixed sash appear in fair condition. 

Window J: Both the top and bottom sashes are intact. 



Window K: Both top and bottom sashes are intact. 

Window L: Top and bottom sash are complete. However, the top muntins are pushed inward and 

damaged. 

Window M: Top and bottom sash are complete. 

Window N: Top and bottom sash are complete. 

 

All the exterior window and door trim was recently painted, but the underlying wood is 

deteriorated, with substantial checking and cracks.  The window sills, in particular, are heavily 

weathered and checked.   

 

Recommendations:  

1. Replace any missing door elements to exactly match existing originals in the chapel.  This 

may require a careful disassembly of the door.  Carefully scrape and sand the paint on the 

wood surfaces of the doors down to a sound surface with hand tools.  Repair any cracks in 

the wood surfaces with an epoxy repair system.  

2. Prime and repaint with 2 coats of the best quality alkyd paint in colors based on the original 

colors determined by microscopic paint analysis by the Historical Architect. 

 

  

Typical hinge hardware Typical window hardware 

 



  

Missing surface mounted door knob and latch 

assembly 

Fragments of colored glass found in the bell tower, 

likely from the original round window 

 

3. Replace any missing window muntins or other elements to exactly match existing originals 

in the chapel. This will require a careful disassembly of the sash. Carefully scrape and sand 

the paint on the exterior wood surfaces of the windows down to a sound surface with hand 

tools. Repair any cracks in the wood surfaces with an epoxy repair system. Prime and repaint 

with 2 coats of the best quality alkyd paint in colors based on the original colors determined 

by microscopic paint analysis by the Historical Architect.  Replace all missing glass panes 

and install new putty.  It is likely, due to the age of the building, that the existing paint 

contains lead.  Follow all applicable regulations and take all appropriate precautions when 

scraping, sanding and prepping for repainting. 

4. Repair the original window openings as needed to replicate damaged sill or frame elements 

to exactly match the originals. Prime and paint. 

5. Install unobstrusive weather stripping in each window opening to insure a tight fit. 

6. Unobtrusively caulk around frames to prevent air infiltration. 

7. Replace any missing window or door hardware to match. 

 



 

Small fragments of the glass found in the original window sash, apparently the etched patterned glass 

was in the lower sash and the clear glass was in the upper sash. 

(for the purposes of scale, there is a piece of “scotch” tape on the lower right piece of glass.) 

 

 

 

 

3.7   Interior Finishes 

Walls, Ceiling, Floor, Doors, Hardware  

 

 

  

A muslin-backed paper covers the 1x interior 

sheathing directly.  
A muslin-backed paper covers the 1x interior 

sheathing directly, here in the southwest corner 

room. Note that the sheathing boards are installed 

vertically; they attach to the vertical studs 

underneath.  



 

  

Close up view of cornice paper. Acoustic tile board over the muslin-backed green 

paper with cornice paper. 
 

Description:   

The interior face of the exterior walls is covered with muslin, stretched tightly over the 1”x 

sheathing boards, with wallpaper on top and there is a deep cornice paper.   The walls have at least 

two layers of wallpaper, one of which is a deep green.  Acoustic fiber board was installed on top of 

the paper in many parts of the interior, though only apparently on the upper part of the walls. 

 

The bell tower entry is covered with horizontally placed bead board, painted white, except on 

the west wall, which appears to be the original exterior clapboard siding of the original chapel. 

 
 



View of the wallpaper layers: the border is on the wood, then has gray on top, the green muslin-backed paper is on top 

of the border paper.   There also seems to have been a liner paper under the green.  

 

 

In the two secondary rooms, one in the southwest corner, the other in the northwest corner of the 

chapel, the underlying sheathing appears to run vertically, and a patterned, muslin-backed paper 

lies directly on the wood.  The horizontal ceilings of these two rooms, separate from the pressed tin 

of the main ceiling, is also of rough wood 1x material; in the northwest room this clearly once had 

a muslin-backed paper applied.  The ceiling of the southwest room has been overlaid with strips of 

acoustic tile material. 

 

 

 
 

Shows wall and ceiling of the northwest room. Note the patterned muslin-backed paper on ceiling wood, 

lapping over the wallpaper.  

 

The main ceiling of the chapel was historically an open truss roofing system.  At some point thin 

wood battens were applied to the underside of the bottom chord of the truss and pressed tin was 

mounted on this, effectively lowering the ceiling considerably and likely, improving heat retention.  

The underside of the balcony, the ceiling located at the east end of the chapel, is painted bead 

board. 

 



  

Detail of muslin, liner paper and green wallpaper. Beadboard wall and ceiling in the bell tower entry, 

also showing the access port to the tower structure 

above. 

 

 
 

Detail of the sheet metal ceiling: non-original pressed tin pattern installed on the bottom of the original decorative 

timber trusses. 

 

Wood strip flooring, tongue and groove, fir or pine, is installed throughout the building.  In the 

southwest room a patterned sheet linoleum overlays the wood floor.  In addition, at the west end of 

the main chapel space, between the two corner rooms, a two step riser, covered with carpeting, is 

the altar floor. The balcony floor is also of strip t&g flooring. 

 



  

Strip t&g flooring with sheet linoleum overlaid, in 

the southwest entry room. 

Wood strip t&g flooring at the threshold from main 

chapel to bell tower. 

 

 

 

 

East end of the chapel, showing the wood flooring, non-original sheet metal ceiling, the non-original balcony and 

stairs. 

 



  

Raised floor provided for the altar. Built-in cabinet/confessional under the stair and 

balcony. 

 

There are several built-ins closets/cabinets in the interior.  These are constructed of light wood 

framing with a stained and varnished bead board installed vertically and trimmed with simple 1x4s.  

The cabinets are found in the southwest room and under the stairs and south rear of the balcony.  

 

 

Detail of non-original bracketing and the non-original balcony/loft posts. 

The balcony itself is a later alteration of unknown date.  Constructed at the east end 

of the main chapel space, it is constructed of finish-grade wood, painted white.  The ceiling of this, 

the underside of the balcony, is bead board, painted white.  Leading up at the south is a straight-run 

stairway.  The treads and risers have been painted white, though it appears that this was applied 

when a stair runner was in place, since that now missing runner exposed simply stained and 

varnished wood. 

 



  

Detail of the non-original stair to balcony Detail of the non-original stairway to balcony 
 

Conditions.   

The wall finish materials are in extremely poor condition; the original wallpapers are water 

damaged and peeling off the walls.  

 

The bead board of the bell tower entry does not fit tightly against the clapboards of the original 

church, leaving a substantial air gap.  The ceilings of the two small rooms at the west end of the 

building are deteriorated. The northwest room is missing most of its board structure. The southwest 

room has lost most of its wallpaper.  The bead board 

ceilings of the bell tower entry and the underside of the balcony are in good condition.  The non-

original pressed tin ceiling appears in stable condition, while the upper, original wood truss 

ceiling/roof system appears free of significant water damage or other problems. 

 

The tongue and groove wood flooring, aside from some water damage, appear in fair condition, 

with little evidence of cupping or splitting.  The linoleum of the southwest entry room, however, is 

very deteriorated, missing in large areas. 

 

The bead board-faced cabinetry in the southwest room is in variable condition. On the south wall 

the cabinet is heavily broken apart, missing doors or door panels and deteriorated. The upper 



cabinet on the west wall appears complete. Below, the cabinet has doors free from their hinges. The 

north wall of the cabinet under the balcony is largely broken up; the door to that cabinet/closet is 

missing. 

 

The balcony appears to be in fairly stable condition. There are no obvious signs of structural 

failure or cracking. The stairs are missing almost all of their balusters; the remaining consist of 1x 

stock scribed in a decorative pattern.  The stairs themselves appear in sound condition, but the stair 

blocks various windows.  

 

Recommendations: 

1. Document the wallpapers thoroughly and then overlay the interior perimeter walls with 1/4” 

-1/2” sheetrock, preserving the wallpapers under the sheetrock.  This should be finished 

smooth.  

2. Re-wallpaper to match original, or paint the installed drywall wall surfaces.  A painted 

interior would more closely meet the program requirements of the owner to accommodate 

the multiple uses intended for the chapel. 

3. Ceilings of the ancillary rooms at the northwest and southwest should be rebuilt with 

structurally sound materials. Overlay these surfaces with ¼” sheetrock and finished smooth.   

4. Remove the pressed tin dropped ceiling panels to expose the original wood ceiling/roof 

truss system. 

5. Clean all floors to assess their particular needs. The goal is to preserve the original 

coloration and finished appearance within the requirements to repair damage or other 

cracking not currently apparent. 

6. Remove the non-original stair and balcony/choir loft. 

7. Repair or replace as needed the bead board cabinetry. Sand and repaint all painted trim, 

including window and door trim. 

 

  

3.8   Mechanical Systems  

Description:   

The original heating system apparently consisted of a coal or wood burning iron stoves 

connected to the two chimneys.  Currently there is no heating system or equipment or air-

conditioning equipment in the building and no natural gas service.   There is also no plumbing 

piping or fixtures in the building and no water service.  Since the restored chapel is intended for 



public use, meetings or conferences, there presumably will be a need for a water and sewer system.  

If there will be significant use during the cold months, a modern heating system would also be 

required, but currently lacking any insulation, the building is not well-suited to year-round use.  

 

Condition:     

The two original chimneys are in extremely deteriorated condition.  None of the original heating 

stoves survived to the present.  The building is uninsulated.  There are no other mechanical systems 

or plumbing. 

 

Recommendations:  

1. Install working heating stoves in relined and repaired chimneys with all consideration given 

to safety. 

2. Install a forced air heating system in the building unobtrusively in the crawlspace. 

 

  

Stove flue at the northeast section of the chapel. Stove flue visible in the southwest entry room. 
 

 

3. Install insulation into the wall cavities by blowing in cellulose or a similar insulating 

material through small openings in the interior that will later be covered with sheet rock.  

Do not drill holes on the exterior.  The roof will need a layer of rigid foam insulation 



installed on the roof deck, since the exposed original ceiling trusses do not allow interior 

attic insulation.   

 

3.9   Electrical System 

Description:    

Knob and tube electrical wiring runs in among the roof system trusses via the transom window 

opening above the chapel doors that lead to the bell tower.  Likely this service was added after the 

bell tower was added and after the pressed tin ceiling was installed.  No lighting fixtures survive. 

 

Condition:  The electrical system, including distribution wiring, light fixtures, security and fire 

detection and alarm systems are either totally lacking or completely inoperable. There is no 

electrical service to the current site of the chapel.  

 

Recommendations:    

1. Install new electrical service underground to the crawl space under the chapel and conceal 

electrical distribution wiring to meet code requirements for safety, but with a minimal and 

unobtrusive number of outlets throughout the building.  Mount the outlets as unobtrusively 

as possible.   

2. Install simple, functional lighting in the building, not elaborate period chandeliers. 

3. Install a fire detection and alarm system as unobtrusively as possible. 

4. Install a security system in the building as unobtrusively as possible.   

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Knob and tube electrical wiring runs amid the roof 

trusses 

Electrical wiring runs out the transom space to the 

bell tower. 



4.0  Analysis and Compliance 

4.1  Hazardous Materials 

The building has not been tested for hazardous materials, but there are several elements of the 

building that are possibly hazardous: lead based paint on the interior and exterior, likely due to the 

age of the building, the vinyl and adhesives on the floor of the southwest room and the window 

putty.  There may other materials that are hazardous. 

 

Recommendations: 

1. The building’s materials should be tested and evaluated by a hazardous materials specialist.   

2. All precautions should be taken in working with the painted surfaces, particularly when the 

window paint is scraped, sanded and prepped for repainting and all applicable codes and 

regulations, including those for lead based paint should be followed carefully.  

 

4.2   Materials Analysis 

Paint and wallpaper analysis was performed and the results are included in this assessment.   

Mortar analysis and matching should be performed prior to rebuilding the chimneys.  

 

4.3   Zoning Code Compliance 

No zoning code issues have been identified.  

 

4.4   Building Code Compliance 

The building does not meet the requirements of the current building code since it was built in 

1897.  It may not be possible to make the building code compliant without a significantly negative 

impact on historic features.   In order to preserve the historic character and fabric of the Sunnyside 

Chapel, this issue of code compliance needs to be addressed carefully, with professional help and 

the cooperation of the local building officials.   The goal is to reach a compromise between the 

letter of the codes and the intention of the codes for public health and safety.  It may not necessary 

to meet every detail of the current codes to have a reasonably safe building, but it is important to 

consult with the local building and life safety officials to determine the requirements for code 

compliance.   Consideration must be given to the building’s age and historic significance in 

interpreting the requirements for code compliance.  

 

Recommendations: 



1.  Consult with professionals and negotiate the required scope of building and safety codes 

with the appropriate code compliance officials, to avoid damage to the historic building. 

 

4.5 Accessibility Compliance 

Americans with Disabilities Act: 

Currently the building is not accessible.  

 

Recommendations: 

     1.  An important element of the site plan needs to be the accessibility design.  The   grading 

should allow full handicapped access to the building without ramps. 

2. Build handicapped restrooms in an auxiliary building unobtrusively on the large site, to 

avoid significant alterations to the interior of the church for restrooms. 

 

 

5.0   Preservation Plan - Description of the Restoration and Rehabilitation work 

accomplished by the owner, Creede Mining Heritage, Inc. 

 Generally, the Historic Structure Assessment would be used to assist in obtaining funding and 

planning for the future restoration or rehabilitation of the structure, especially if the structure is 

owned by a non-profit historic preservation organization.   In the case of the Creede property, now 

called the Sunnyside Chapel, the preservation organization owner, Creede Mining Heritage, Inc., 

was remarkably successful in fundraising during the preparation of this study.  This meant that 

most of the elements of the restoration/rehabilitation were accomplished before the HSA was 

completed or  

submitted and consequently the report needed updating repeatedly as conditions changed, which 

made it difficult to prepare a final version of the report.   In the usual HAS outline, this section 

would consist of the Preservation Plan that would include cost estimates for undertaking the 

recommendations for the treatment of the building.  In this report, the Preservation Plan will be the 

description of the work completed on the building.   

 

As an example of this unusual situation, soon after the structural engineering study was completed 

(identifying the failing timber framed foundation) it was determined that the construction of a new 

foundation would not be eligible for grant funding, because the structure was moved in the 1970’s 

and it needed to be on a permanent foundation before it could be considered for designation to the 

State or National Register.   Of course, designation was required before an application for a State 



Historical Fund grant from the Colorado Historical Society could be submitted.  So, almost 

immediately, private funds were donated to Creede Mining Heritage and the church was placed on 

a new engineered, reinforced concrete foundation with a stone veneer similar in appearance to the 

original stone foundation, following my advice, consultation with the SHF and the construction 

documents prepared by the structural engineer.   

 

The new foundation appeared to inspire the community to donate more and more funds to begin 

the work identified in this HSA.  Finally, Creede Mining Heritage was able to almost completely 

restore and rehabilitate this structure by 2013-2014, following in part, the verbal recommendations 

in this Historic Structure Assessment and consulting with me for advice (not actual design or 

construction documents, just telephone conversations), but without needing to apply for additional 

funding from the Colorado Historical Society.  The people of Creede apparently did not want to 

wait and they needed to start using this iconic structure for various important community events.   

So, this HSA will document the existing conditions in 2011 and outline the evolving existing 

conditions.  The 2013-2014 photos and description of the work that has been accomplished and 

were all photos from the collection of Avery Auger. 



 

East elevation after the exterior rehabilitation is completed, note that the site work is not yet underway. 



       

Interior view during the construction work, electrical wiring is underway. 

 

The following work items were accomplished with private funding: 

 

3.1 Site:  Other than backfilling the new foundation and immediate grading related to the 

resetting of the building on the new foundation, the site work has been limited to sorting out the 

myriad design issues with a professional landscape architect working pro bono for the owner.  

  

3.2 Foundation:  As described above, the building’s failing timber foundation was replaced 

after the Structural Engineer prepared structural drawings and specifications (see appendix.)  The 

chapel was lifted using a crane and set down on the new reinforced concrete foundation that was 

built adjacent to the structure.  A small ledge was formed in the perimeter concrete stem walls to 

support a stone veneer that was installed to appear similar to the original stone in the historic photo.   

The thin stone was from Robinson Rock.  

 

3.3 Structural System:  In consultation with the Structural Engineer, the floor system was 

reinforced and resupported.  The other systems were evaluated and evidently, additional tie rods for 

the roof were determined to be necessary and were installed, similar to the original. 

 



 

Interior view of the northwest corner, showing the former sacristy/office removed  

and the sheetrock is being installed, covering up the original wallpapers and finishes. 

 

 

3.4 Envelope – Exterior Walls:  Immediately after I visited the site during the research phase 

of the project when I indicated the poor condition of the exterior wood clapboarding and trim, the 

community rallied and put a coat of paint on all the wood surfaces to protect it until a complete 

repair and repainting project could be undertaken.  Later, the full exterior repair and repainting 

project was undertaken with the epoxy repair of some of the cracking and checking as well as 

replacement of the missing elements, trim and most seriously damaged material.  The new paint 

was the cream white color in the paint analysis in the report.   

The brick chimney on the north side of the roof was restored, following the Department of 

Interior’s Preservation Brief regarding historic masonry, using the original bricks and installing 

matching brick where it was missing, using a soft lime based mortar to match the original.   



 

View of the south elevation after rehabilitation of the exterior, note the wood shingle roofing, the restored original 

windows and the restored belfry with a bell! 

 

 

3.5   Roofing and Waterproofing:  The funds were raised to strip the old roofing off the 

building and repair the deck which was overlaid with plywood sheeting to meet code and then new 

sawn cedar shingles were installed to match the original shingles.  New flashing was installed at 

that time.  Gutters and downspouts were not installed.  

 

3.6  Windows and Doors:  The doors were restored, rebuilt, reinstalled and repainted. The 

windows were carefully restored, following the Preservation Brief regarding the restoration of 

wood windows, painted with the historic color, weatherstripped and reinstalled.  The glass is clear 

in these exterior windows, not the patterned, obscuered glass in the fragments.  On the interior, the 

original round window opening was glazed with clear glass to see through to the later round 

window in the belltower.  That stained glass “rose” window was carefully replicated using the 

historic photos and matching the colors found in the glass fragments and reinstalled. 

 

3.7   Interior finishes:  The various interior partitions and additions were all removed to create 

one open space and improve the exit path at the rear of the chapel.   After new electrical wiring was 

run and insulation installed in the cavity walls, the walls were covered with new sheetrock, 

preserving the original finishes and wallpapers beneath.  The sheetrock 



 

North elevation after exterior rehabilitation. 

 

was finished smooth and painted an unobtrusive ivory color.  The wood elements of the interior 

were all painted several shades darker in pale tan. The sheet metal dropped ceiling was removed to 

expose the original curved ceiling trusses and the original ceiling which was repainted.   

 

The original wood flooring was repaired and refinished to match the original color and sheen. 

 

 

 

View to the west after rehabilitation. 



 

View to the east after the rehabilitation is finished, note the original flooring, original restored windows and doors, 

and the clear glazed original round window opening allowing a view of the replicated stained glass “rose” window.  

  

 



        

Interior, north wall after rehabilitation, note rehabilitated chimney. 

 

3.8 Mechanical System:  No work was accomplished. 

 

3.9 Electrical System:  The building was entirely rewired, but new lighting has not been 

installed.   

 

In summary, from the following photos and the frequent discussions I had with Avery Auger 

during the progress of the project, I feel that the quality of the work accomplished on the 

rehabilitation of this building is extremely high, as is the attention to detail and commitment to 

accuracy.   This non-profit historic preservation organization, Creede Mining Heritage, Inc. should 

be commended for their very effective fundraising and hard volunteer work.   
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